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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the performance of the
wiretap Rayleigh fading channel in the presence of statistical delay constraints. We invoke tools from stochastic network calculus
to derive probabilistic bounds on the delay. This method requires
a statistical characterization of the wiretap fading service process,
which we derive in closed form. We then validate these analytical
bounds via simulations. Interestingly, the analysis of the wiretap
fading channel reveals close structural similarities with the
interference channel in terms of service process characterization,
which is derived in our prior work. In our numerical evaluations,
we show that the delay performance of the wiretap fading channel
is in particular sensitive to bursty arrival processes due to the
high variance of the service process.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As wireless access is becoming more prominent in communication networks, providing secrecy is increasingly becoming
a predominant issue. This is mainly due to the broadcast
nature of wireless channels which makes them vulnerable to
malicious security attacks. As a consequence, informationtheoretic security as a concrete framework for analyzing
secrecy in physical layer has gained a notable attention among
researchers in recent years [1], [2]. Information-theoretic security, which was initially introduced by Shannon [3], exploits
different statistical characteristics of received information at
the legitimate receiver and at the eavesdropper. Moreover, it
makes no assumptions on the computational power of the
eavesdropper, unlike the traditional cryptographic approaches
for secrecy. Later, Wyner introduced the wiretap channel
model in [4]. In this model, a source node wants to transmit
confidential information to a destination node and wishes to
keep an eavesdropper as ignorant as possible about this information. The performance measure of interest is the secrecy
capacity, which is the largest reliable communication rate from
the source node to the destination node with the eavesdropper
obtaining no information. Wyner showed that perfectly secure
communication without a shared secret key is possible if
the channel from the transmitter to the legitimate receiver is
stronger than the channel to the eavesdropper.
If both the main channel to the destination and the wiretap
channel to the eavesdropper are Gaussian, the secrecy capacity
was shown to be the difference between the capacity of the
two channels in each transmission time instance [5]. Therefore
in this case, secure communication is only possible if the
main channel has a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than the
eavesdropper’s channel in the corresponding transmission time
instance. The effect of fading in secrecy capacity of wireless

channels was studied in [6]–[8] and it was shown that even
when the wiretap channel is, on average, better than the main
channel, non-zero secrecy capacity can be achieved.
Apart from the secrecy concerns in wireless networks,
providing adequate quality-of-service (QoS) is a crucial requirement for various applications. For instance, machinetype communications, as one of the key technologies for
the next generation of wireless networks, can pose strict
end-to-end delay requirements on the network. In order to
characterize the performance of wireless networks under such
delay constraints, queuing effects should be taken into account.
These effects are results of the random arrival of the traffic
as well as the random service that is provided by the fading
channel.
Due to the significant importance of both physical layer
security and delay requirements in wireless networks, a rigorous performance model and analysis which jointly accounts
for both aspects is of great interest and has attracted some
attention in the last few years. The work in [9] proposed
scheduling and power allocation policies where both secrecy
and stability in terms of finite queue length are taken into
account. The authors in [10] investigated the delay-limited
secrecy capacity of a fading channel in which the source and
destination share a secret key hidden from the eavesdropper.
It was shown that using this secret key the transmitter can
securely communicate with the destination even when the
eavesdropper’s channel is better than the main channel. Similar
extensions to this work that consider a separate secret key
queue can be found in [11]–[13]. Studies [14] and [15]
investigated the effective capacity of a wiretap fading channel
considering QoS constraint in terms of the queue length
limitations. Effective capacity [16] is defined as the maximum
constant arrival rate that a service process can support given a
QoS constraint. The authors provided power control policies
for achieving the boundary of this effective capacity region.
The presented results in [14] and [15] are not in closed-form
and need to be evaluated numerically, and thus, provide limited
insight into the performance with respect to different system
parameters.
In this paper, we provide an analytical performance model
for Rayleigh fading wireless networks that takes into account
both physical layer security and statistical delay constraint.
For the analysis, we utilize the (min, ×) network calculus
methodology for wireless network analysis provided in [17].
The main challenge in applying this methodology is the sta-

tistical characterization of the service offered by the wireless
wiretap fading channel. We derive this characterization in
closed form. Consequently, the delay bounds are tractable and
easily computable, allowing us to gain insights into the system
performance with respect to various parameters. Interestingly,
we discovered in our analysis that the performance offered
by the wiretap channel and that by the interference channel
are related in the sense that the service characterization of the
wiretap fading channel turns out to have structural similarities
to that of the interference channel presented in our previous
work [18]. Moreover, using the stochastic network calculus
approach, we also investigate the effect of bursty arrival traffic
on secure wireless communication with delay constraints. In
addition, we show that for a specific delay constraint, even
when the eavesdropper channel is on average better than
the main channel, having secure communication may still be
possible.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we provide our system model. In Section III, a brief background on the (min, ×) network calculus is presented and
the delay performance analysis of the wireless wiretap fading
channel is derived. Numerical evaluations are presented in
Section IV, and finally, we provide conclusions in Section V.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a wireless wiretap channel in which a transmitter wishes to communicate confidential messages with a
certain delay requirement to a legitimate receiver. In addition,
there exists an eavesdropper in the system who, due to the
broadcast nature of the wireless transmission, can listen in on
the communication of the confidential messages.
We assume independent and Rayleigh-fading channels from
the transmitter to the legitimate receiver and to the eavesdropper. We use a time-slotted model and assume that the
fading coefficients stay constant for one transmission slot
but vary independently from one slot to another (blockfading). All channel coefficients are assumed to be known
at all nodes, i.e., at the transmitter, at the legitimate receiver
and at the eavesdropper. This assumption is reasonable when
the eavesdropper node is itself part of the network and its
transmission can be monitored [6]. It was shown in [6] that the
instantaneous secrecy capacity of the wiretap fading channel
at time slot t is given by
+


+
1 + γm,t
,
(1)
Cs,t = Cm,t − Ce,t = Nc log2
1 + γe,t
+

where [x] := max(0, x) and Nc is the number of transmitted
symbols per time slot. Cx,t and γx,t with x ∈ {m, e} are
instantaneous capacity and SNR of the main channel and the
eavesdropper channel, respectively. For Rayleigh fading channels, the instantaneous SNRs are exponentially distributed:
γm ∼ exp(γ̄m ) and γe ∼ exp(γ̄e ), where γ̄m and γ̄e
denote the average SNRs. We assume that in time slot t, the
transmitter can transmit Cs,t bits without errors and without
the eavesdropper obtaining any information.

Due to the time-varying nature of the fading channel,
data must be queued at the transmitter. The queuing system
is described by the bivariate functions A(τ, t), D(τ, t) and
S(τ, t) for any 0 ≤ τ ≤ t, which denote the cumulative arrivals
to the system, departures from the system, and service offered
by the system, respectively, measured in bits in the interval
[τ, t). In case the queue is handled in a first-come first-served
order, the delay at time slot t is given by

W (t) = inf u ≥ 0 : A(0, t) ≤ D(0, t + u) .
(2)
Thus, the delay W (t) is the number of time slots it takes for
a packet arriving at time slot t to be received at the legitimate
receiver.
III. D ELAY P ERFORMANCE B OUNDS
In this section, we analyze the delay performance of the
wiretap fading channel and provide probabilistic bounds that
can be computed efficiently. However, we first give some brief
introduction to (min, ×) network calculus.
A. Review of (min, ×) Network Calculus
In [17], it was shown that a probabilistic upper bound
on the end-to-end delay W (t) can be derived based on a
transform of the cumulative arrival and service processes.
In the transform domain, the cumulative arrival, departure,
and service processes are denoted by calligraphic letters A,
D, and S, respectively, and are related to their bit domain
counterparts through the exponential function. That is, we have
A(τ, t) := eA(τ,t) , D(τ, t) := eD(τ,t) , and S(τ, t) := eS(τ,t) .
Due to the exponential function, these cumulative functions
become products of the increments in the bit domain. Using
this transform, the queuing behavior is analyzed directly in the
domain of channel variations instead of the bit domain (see
e.g., [19], [20]). This is referred to as the SNR domain. Using
this transform, the delay bound is obtained by

P W (t) > wε ≤ ε,
(3)
where wε is the smallest wε ≥ 0 satisfying
h
i
inf K(s, t + wε , t) < ε.
s>0

(4)

The function K(s, τ, t), referred to as the kernel, is given by
min(τ,t)

K(s, τ, t) :=

X

MA (1 + s, i, t)MS (1 − s, i, τ ),

(5)

i=0

where MX (s) is the Mellin transform [21] of the random
process X , defined as


MX (s, τ, t) = MX (τ,t) (s) = E X s−1 (τ, t) ,
(6)
for any complex-valued s ∈ C. However, we restrict our
derivations in this work to real-valued s ∈ R.
In the following, we assume the cumulative arrival and
service process in the SNR domain, i.e., A(τ, t) and S(τ, t),
to have stationary
 and independent increments, denoted by a
and g γm,t , γe,t , respectively. Hence, the Mellin transforms

become independent of the time instance. To simplify notation,
we drop the arguments of g in the following. Then, we have
MS (s, τ, t) =
MA (s, τ, t) =

t−1
Y
i=τ
t−1
Y

Mg (s) = Mt−τ
g (s),

(7)

Ma (s) = Mt−τ
a (s),

(8)

i=τ

where Mg (s) and Ma (s) are the Mellin transform of the
stationary and independent service increment g and arrival
increment a, respectively, in the SNR domain.
Using (3)–(5), we can determine the probabilistic delay
performance bound of the system with respect to some fixed
violation probability ε > 0. Setting τ = t+wε and substituting
(7) and (8) in (5), we obtain
K(s, t + wε , t) =

t
X

MA (1 + s, i, t)MS (1 − s, i, t + wε )

i=0

=

t
X
i=0
t
X

=

t−i
t+wε −i
Ma (1 + s)
Mg (1 − s)
Ma (1 + s)

u

u=0
∞
wε X
u
≤ Mg (1 − s)
Ma (1 + s)Mg (1 − s)

(a)

(9)

for any s > 0 and under the stability condition
(10)

In step (a) of (9), we let t → ∞ as we are only interested in
the steady-state kernel, then we evaluated the geometric sum
in the last step.
To find the end-to-end delay bound wε , we first set the righthand side of (9) equal to the violation probability ε, and solve
for wε as a function of s. This results in

ln ε + ln 1 − Ma (1 + s)Mg (1 − s)
wε (s) =
.
(11)
ln Mg (1 − s)
Then, the delay bound is
wε = min wε (s).
s>0

(13)

In the Markov modulated ON-OFF arrival model, there are
two states. State 1 indicates the OFF state with arrival rate
r1 = 0, and State 2 indicates the ON state with arrival rate
r2 = r which is referred to as the burst rate. The transition
probabilities are denoted by p12 = α and p21 = β. Then, the
cumulative arrival process in the SNR domain is characterized
by [17]

t−τ
MA (s, τ, t) ≤ L(s − 1, r, α, β)
,
(14)
with [22]
1  sr
e (1 − β) + (1 − α)
L(s, r, α, β) :=
2

p
+ (esr (1 − β) + (1 − α))2 − 4esr (1 − α − β) . (15)

C. Characterization of the Service Process

u=0
wε

Ma (1 + s)Mg (1 − s) < 1.

(s−1)ρ(t−τ )
MA (s, τ, t) = Mt−τ
,
a (s) = e

The upper bound for the Mellin transform of Markov modulated ON-OFF traffic thus has the same form as the Mellin
transform for independent arrivals in (8), and the kernel (9)
can be computed in the same fashion, replacing Ma (s) with
L(s − 1, r, α, β).

u+wε
Mg (1 − s)

Mg (1 − s)
,
=
1 − Ma (1 + s)Mg (1 − s)

In the constant-rate traffic model, the rate is denoted by
ρ, and the cumulative arrival process in the SNR domain is
characterized by its Mellin transform as

(12)

Next, we proceed to derive the Mellin transforms of the
arrival process and service process which are required for
determining the above delay performance bound.
B. Characterization of the Arrival Process
In this work, we consider two different arrival models,
namely, constant-rate traffic and Markov modulated ON-OFF
traffic [17], [22]. Due to its bursty nature, the effect of the latter
model on the delay performance is interesting to investigate
in the context of secure communication in the wiretap fading
channel.

The service process in our setup corresponds to the secrecy
capacity that the wiretap fading channel provides. Therefore,
we obtain the cumulative service process in the SNR domain
as


t−1
t−1
Y
Y
1 + γm,i N
Cs,i
,1
max
e
=
S(τ, t) =
1 + γe,i
i=τ
i=τ
:=

t−1
Y


g γm,i , γe,i ,

(16)

i=τ

where N = Nc / ln 2. In order to simplify notations, we
consider the case N = 1 without loss of generality. The
bounds for the general case can be obtained by appropriately
scaling the derived results. For the analysis, we first define the
random variable Zt as
1 + γm,t
Zt := eCm,t −Ce,t =
.
(17)
1 + γe,t
For Rayleigh fading channels, the SNRs γm and γe are
exponentially distributed. Therefore, the random variable Zt
is the division of two random variables with exponential
distributions, for which the probability density function (PDF)
is given by


z−1
1
γ̄e γ̄m
+
e− γ̄m ,
(18)
fZ (z) =
2
γ̄e z + γ̄m
(γ̄e z + γ̄m )
and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) by
FZ (z) = 1 −

z−1
γ̄m
e− γ̄m .
γ̄e z + γ̄m

(19)

Now for the service process in the SNR domain in (16), we
have
t−1
Y

S(τ, t) =
max Zi , 1 .
(20)
i=τ

Furthermore, we define the truncated random variable
Yt := {Zt |Zt > 1},

(21)

with support (1, ∞) and PDF
fY (y) =

fZ (y)
,
1 − FZ (1)

∀y > 1.

Proof:
P∞To prove Lemma 1, we utilize the series expansion
= n=0 (−1)n xn , for |x| < 1. To make sure |x| < 1,
using a similar approach as in [18], we split the integration
boundary into three parts and let k → ∞. For the first part,
we have for any small δ > 0 and γ̄m /γ̄e > 1 + δ
Z γ̄γ̄m −δ X
∞
e
γ̄e n s−2 − γ̄y
(−1)n
y y e m dy
I1∞ (s) =
γ̄m
1
n=0
Z ( γ̄γ̄m −δ)/γ̄m
∞
e
(a) X
n n s−1
q s+n−2 e−q dq
=
(−1) γ̄e γ̄m
1
1+x

(22)
(b)

To derive the delay performance bound in (12), we need
to obtain the Mellin transform of the service process in the
SNR domain. Using the independence property of the Mellin
transform, we compute MS (s, τ, t) in terms of the random
variable Y as

t−τ

MS (s, τ, t) = 1 − FZ (1) MY (s) + FZ (1)
. (23)
This is based on the fact that, in each time slot t, with
probability 1 − FZ (1) the system provides the service Yt and
with probability FZ (1) provides no service in the SNR domain
(i.e., with probability FZ (1) the secrecy capacity is zero in the
bit domain).
Before we continue to derive the Mellin transform of the
service process in (23), we state the following lemma based
on an insight from [18] in the interference channel.
Lemma 1: The solution to the integral
Z ∞
y s−2 − γ̄y
e m dy
(24)
I(s) :=
1 + γ̄γ̄me y
1

=



1
Γ s + n − 1,
γ̄m

!
γ̄m /γ̄e − δ
− Γ s + n − 1,
,
γ̄m

s−1
(−1)n γ̄en γ̄m

n=0

(29)

where in (a), we use the change of variable q = γ̄ym . Step (b)
follows from the definition of incomplete Gamma function
Γ(a, b). If γ̄m /γ̄e ≤ 1 + δ, then the upper limit of the integral
becomes 1 which leads to I1∞ (s) = 0.
For the second integral term in (24), we have
Z max( γ̄γ̄m +δ,1)
e
y s−2 − γ̄y
m dy,
(30)
Iδ (s) =
γ̄e e
max( γ̄γ̄m −δ,1) 1 + γ̄m y
e

which tends to zero as δ → 0. The last term in (24) is obtained
as
Z ∞
∞
X
γ̄m n γ̄m s−2 − γ̄y
∞
I2 (s) =
(−1)n
y e m dy
γ̄m
γ̄
γ̄e y
ey
max( γ̄ +δ,1) n=0
e

(a)

=

is given by

1/γ̄m

n=0
∞
X

∞
X

s−1
(−1)n γ̄e−(n+1) γ̄m

n=0

I(s) = I1k (s) + Iδ (s) + I2k (s)
for k → ∞ and any small δ > 0, where


k
X
1
s−1
I1k (s) :=
(−1)n γ̄en γ̄m
Γ s + n − 1,
γ̄m
n=0

!
γ̄m /γ̄e − δ
− Γ s + n − 1,
,
γ̄m

=

s−1
(−1)n γ̄e−(n+1) γ̄m

n=0

for k ≥ 0.

γ̄m


+ δ, 1
,

s−1
(−1)n γ̄e−(n+1) γ̄m

· Γ s − n − 2,
(26)

and

γ̄m
γ̄e

∞
X



e


max
· Γ s − n − 2,

q s−n−3 e−q dq

n=0

for k ≥ 0 and γ̄m /γ̄e > 1 + δ; otherwise
= 0. Γ(a, b)
denotes the incomplete Gamma function.
Z max( γ̄γ̄m +δ,1)
e
y s−2 − γ̄y
m dy,
Iδ (s) :=
(27)
γ̄e e
max( γ̄γ̄m −δ,1) 1 + γ̄m y
k
X

∞

·
max( γ̄γ̄m
+δ,1)/γ̄m
e

I1k (s)

I2k (s) :=

Z

(25)

(28)

max

γ̄m
γ̄e

γ̄m


+ δ, 1
,

(31)

where in (a), we set q = γ̄ym .
This results in the following theorem for the Mellin transform of the cumulative service process of the wiretap Rayleigh
fading channel.
Theorem 1: Given the wiretap Rayleigh fading channel and
assuming block fading, the offered service is characterized by
t−τ
MS (s, τ, t) = Mg (s)

t−τ

1
= 1 + I1∞ (s) + Iδ (s) + I2∞ (s) (s − 1)e γ̄m
,
(32)
for any s < 1.
Proof: We first proceed to derive MY (s) with Y defined
in (20). We have



MY (s) = E Y s−1
Z ∞
1
y s−1 dFZ (y)
=
1 − FZ (1) 1

we proceed to investigate the effects of different arrival rates
and eavesdropper’s channel quality on the secure wireless
transmission using the analytical results. We further study the
impact of burstiness of the arrival traffic on the delay in this
∞
1
(a)
s−1
setup. Finally, we show that even when the eavesdropper’s
=
y FZ (y)
1 − FZ (1)
1
channel is on average better than the main channel, secure

 ! transmission with low delay is possible if the arrival rate, i.e.
Z ∞
y−1
γ̄m
− (s − 1)
y s−2 1 −
e− γ̄m dy
the rate at which traffic is generated at the source, is small
γ̄e y + γ̄m
1
enough.
∞
First, we validate our analysis in Section III against simu1
=
− FZ (1) − y s−1
lations.
The analytical bound is computed using (4) and (12),
1 − FZ (1)
1
with
the
corresponding stability conditions, and the Mellin
!
Z ∞
y s−2 − y−1
transforms
of the constant-rate arrival process in (13) and
γ̄m dy
+ (s − 1)
γ̄e e
the
service
process derived in (32) for the wiretap Rayleigh
1
+
y
1
γ̄m
fading channel. In order to validate the analytical bound on the
1
(s − 1)e γ̄m
=1+
I(s),
(33) distribution of the delay, we empirically determined the actual
1 − FZ (1)
distribution by simulating the queueing system over 1010
for s < 1, where I(s) is defined in (24). Step (a) follows transmission slots. Fig. 1 shows the delay bound, wε , measured
from integration by part, in which, the first term converges to in transmission slots versus the delay violation probability, ε in
zero if s < 1. The solution to the integral I(s) is given by (3), as well as the delay in the simulated system. The results
are shown for a constant arrival rate of ρ = 1 bit/symbol,
Lemma 1.
γ̄e
Therefore, substituting FZ (1) = γ̄e +γ̄m from (19) and fixed average SNR of the main channel γ̄m = 15 dB, and
two different values of the average SNR of the eavesdropper’s
MY (s) from (33) into (23) completes the proof.
The above Mellin transform of the service process includes channel γ̄e . The figure depicts that the computed delay bound
infinite sums (cf. Lemma 1), however, we are only interested is indeed an upper bound for the simulated delay performance
in an upper bound of the service Mellin transform Mg (s) for for secure communication in the system. More importantly, in
s < 1 which provides an upper bound on the delay violation all cases the slope, i.e., the exponential decay, of the analytical
probability. Based on the result of [18, Corollary 1], truncating and simulated curves are exactly the same, and therefore,
the sums at even values of k always gives an upper bound on the relative gap diminishes as the delay grows larger. Hence,
the integral I(s) in Lemma 1, and thus, leads to a valid closed- our analytical bound is a good characterization of the system
form delay bound which can be computed in a straightforward performance. In the remaining part of this section, we focus
on characterizing the system performance based solely on the
manner.
From the analysis of service process characterization of derived bounds.
In Fig. 2, we fix the delay violation probability to ε = 10−4
the wiretap fading channel above, we can observe that the
Mellin transform of the service process, although not the same, and show the delay performance wε versus increasing arrival
is related to the Mellin transform of the service process in rate ρ of a constant-rate arrival process. The main channel’s
the interference channel presented in our prior work [18]. average SNR is set to γ̄m = 15 dB and the eavesdropper’s
This observation provides an interesting relation between the average SNR is chosen such thatγ̄we have the ratio of the ave
wiretap and interference channels in the sense that having erage SNRs (in linear scale) as γ̄m = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8}.
either eavesdropper(s) or interferer(s) in the system penalizes First, it can be observed that as the arrival rate of the
the service offered by the corresponding channels in a similar traffic increases the delay for secure transmission of this
fashion. It also suggests that a general form for the service traffic increases drastically. In addition, the figure also depicts
process of these and other types of channels may be possible. that as the average SNR ratio of the eavesdropper’s channel
Although in the wiretap channel the secrecy capacity can be to the main channel increases, which corresponds to the
zero in certain transmission slots, analysis of the service pro- eavesdropper being closer to the source (assuming constant
cess in both channels are tightly connected. Therefore, results transmit power), the delay performance deteriorates. That is,
obtained for one case can potentially offer some insights for as the eavesdropper’s channel becomes better on average, for
a specific delay constraint the source can only handle secure
the other.
transmission of an incoming traffic with a much lower rate.
Next in Fig. 3, we show the delay performance versus the
IV. N UMERICAL E VALUATIONS
eavesdropper average SNR when the arrival traffic is bursty.
In this section, we study the delay performance of the More specifically, we consider the Markov modulated ONwiretap Rayleigh fading channel via numerical evaluations OFF arrival process as described in Section III-B, with burst
based on the analytical model that we derived in the previous rate r and average rate r̄. The burst-to-average rate ratio
section. In particular, we first validate our analytical bound r/r̄ is related to the Markov state transition probabilities as
for the delay performance by means of simulations. Then, r/r̄ = α+β
α . Furthermore, α and β are chosen such that the
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Fig. 1. Validation of the analytical bound with simulations for the delay
performance of wiretap Rayleigh fading channel: Delay (wε ) in slots versus
delay violation probability (ε) with constant arrival rate ρ = 1 bit/symbol,
main channel’s average SNR γ̄m = 15 dB, and different values of eavesdropper channel’s average SNR γ̄e ∈ {5, 8} dB, and 1010 simulated transmission
slots.
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Fig. 2. Delay (wε ) in slots versus arrival rate (ρ) in bit/symbol with fixed
delay violation probability ε = 10−4 and main channel’s average SNR γ̄m =
15 dB for different ratios of eavesdropper to main channel’s average SNR
γ̄e
= {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8}.
γ̄
m

average cycle time of the Markov chain is 10 time slots, i.e.,
1
1
α + β = 10. We plot the delay performance for different
burst-to-average rate ratio of r̄r = {1, 1.5, 2.0}. Note that the
case r = r̄ corresponds to the constant-rate arrival model.
First, we can see again that as the eavesdropper’s channel
average SNR increases, the delay increases. The second and
more interesting observation from this figure is that when low
latency is required, bursty arrival traffic is more difficult to
handle than constant-rate traffic. For instance, if we consider
systems that have:

Fig. 3. Effect of bursty traffic with Markov modulated ON-OFF traffic model:
Delay (wε ) in slots versus eavesdropper channel’s average SNR γ̄e with fixed
delay violation probability ε = 10−4 , main channel’s average SNR γ̄m = 15
dB, and different values of average arrival rate r̄ = {1, 1.5} bit/symbol
and burst-to-average rate ratio rr̄ = {1, 1.5, 2}.

1) bursty arrival with r/r̄ = 2.0 and r̄ = 1 bit/symbol (the
triangle-solid curve) and
2) constant-rate arrival (r/r̄ = 1), but with higher average
rate r̄ = 1.5 bit/symbol (the circled-dashed curve),
we observe that when the eavesdropper’s SNR is below 9 dB,
the delay in the first system with bursty arrivals is worse than
that in the second system, even though the average amount of
data to be transmitted is much lower. Thus, the burstiness of
the arrival traffic may have a severe impact on the delay.
Finally, in Fig. 4, we consider constant-rate traffic and show
the delay violation probability versus the average SNR of
eavesdropper’s channel for a fixed average SNR in the main
channel, which is set to γ̄m = 15 dB, and different arrival
rates. The vertical dashed-line depicts the point where γ̄e = γ̄m
resulting in zero secrecy capacity for the wiretap Gaussian
channel. However, we can see that for the wiretap Rayleigh
fading channel and for a certain delay constraint, it would still
be possible to communicate securely in the region to the right
side of the vertical line where the eavesdropper’s channel is
better than the main channel, on average, if the arrival rate of
the traffic is low enough. This is also in line with previous
findings, for instance in [6], for the wiretap fading channels.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we considered delay bounds of the wiretap
Rayleigh fading channel. We used stochastic network calculus
to evaluate the delay performance, and derived the Mellin
transform of the service in the wiretap fading channel. These
derivations show structural relations between the wiretap channel and the interference channel. Our numerical results show in
particular a high sensitivity of the wiretap delay performance
to bursty arrival traffic.
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Fig. 4. Delay violation probability (ε) versus eavesdropper channel’s average
SNR γ̄e with fixed delay constraints wε = 10 slots, main channel’s
average SNR γ̄m = 15 dB, and different values of arrival rate ρ =
{0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1} bit/symbol. The vertical dashed-line depicts the
point where γ̄e = γ̄m resulting in zero secrecy capacity in the Gaussian
channel.

While this work analyzed single-hop transmission with
a single eavesdropper, future analysis could include multihop channels with several eavesdroppers, as well as attack
schemes that use a combination of interference/jamming and
eavesdropping.
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